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Rock Shox 35 Gold 29
120mm E-Bike 1.8 E-MTB
15x110 BOOST Tapered
Debon Air shock absorber

Price 202.41 €

Previous price 404.83 €

Availability
Available

Number 91003000

Producer code FS-35G-RL-A2

EAN 1017141408908

Product description

RockShox is a renowned company that produces bicycle shocks and adjustable seatposts. It is known for its high quality, innovation and
durability. Founded in 1989, it quickly made a name for itself in the world of mountain biking, providing technical solutions that improve comfort
and performance on difficult terrain. RockShox products are often chosen by professional riders and mountain adventure enthusiasts. A brand
owned by the SRAM corporation.

 

With bigger bikes come bigger demands. Fortunately, we have created the 35 fork, which offers great performance and value
for money. Whether you use electric power steering or prefer to ride "naturally," the 35 Gold will meet your needs with our
proven DebonAir™ air spring and Motion Control™ damping. All in all, you may wonder how we managed to pack such high
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quality and performance into such a wallet-friendly package.
 

New E-MTB fork versions with fender mounts are suitable for all e-bikes (available with tapered 1.8-inch steerer). 
New, easy-to-read graphics provide a fresh look. 
Motion Control™ damping with adjustable low-speed compression to lockout. 
Highly adjustable DebonAir™ air spring provides consistent damping throughout the stroke. 
Fits tires up to 2.8 inches (without fenders; using a full fender will reduce tire clearance). 
Quick black 35mm aluminum top shins combine stiffness with lightness for a premium look.

WHEEL SIZE 29"
PITCH (MM) 120mm
TYPE Motion Control
OFFSET 44mm (29")
COLOR (FS) Diffusion Black
E-BIKE APPROVED E-bike Approved, E-bike Approved w/E-MTB Decal
STEERING TUBE 1.8" Tapered
AXLE 15x110mm BOOST™
SHIN TYPE 35mm straight wall aluminum
BLOCKING On the shin
VOLUME REDUCER 0/2 Tokens, 1/2 Tokens
SPRING DebonAir
MAX TIRE WIDTH 81
MAX DISC SIZE 220mm
MIN DISC SIZE 180mm
PACKAGING OEM

Motion Control™

Imagine going to the moon. Undulating hills, crushed rock jutting out of craters.... There is no gravity, so you don't even need
a chairlift. Unfortunately, you can't fly on the Moon. There's a lot of rough terrain on Earth. But there is gravity on Earth, so
you'll need a suspension that rises and falls. With Motion Control damping technology, you'll do just that.

Solo Air™

Solo Air is like a Buddhist monk. Its enlightened design allows air to be added to the forks through a single Schrader valve,
filling the positive and negative chambers of the air shock simultaneously. So they always remain in perfect balance, like Yin
and Yang. It provides a smooth, predictable ride that you can set up in seconds, thanks to the lightest air spring on the
market.
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